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HARRIS TWEED - The Cloth
“Woven with love and care”

The rare character and beauty of HARRIS TWEED is attributable to the  
fact that it is the only fabric produced by traditional methods anywhere  
in the world.

There are hundreds of distinctive patterns, carefully developed over centuries. 
Each is unique with the characteristics of subtle designs in complex natural 
shades that is unmistakably HARRIS TWEED.



HARRIS TWEED Upholstery 
Collection by 

Vintage Sofa Company
Beautiful HARRIS TWEED furniture, available from stock

The Fast Track products are pieces that we carry as stock
items and aim to get to our customers asap.  

They are upholstered in our best selling HARRIS TWEED 
and aniline leather combinations.

 
We aim to have these with customers in approximately 

3 weeks from the date of ordering.

Image: Wing chair

‘Pity that I was not in the isle of my heart, 
Isle of my love, where I was brought up, 

Pity that I was not in the isle of my heart, 
Isle of the cold high mountains.’

‘S truagh nach robh mis’ ann an Eilean 
Mo Chrìdh’ Eilean mo ghràidh far an 
dh’àraicheadh mi, ‘S truagh nach robh 
mis’ ann an Eilean mo Chridh’, Eilean 

nam fuar-bheann àrda.

“all our HARRIS TWEED
furniture features a distinctive 

label guaranteeing 
it’s provenance”



Compliment your interior with  
a touch of class with our timeless 
Kensington Chair. This sumptuous 
armchair is characterised by 
its elegant scroll arms, subtle  
curved lines and deep button tufted 
high back.

Our most popular 3L Cerato brown 
leather and 3HTP HARRIS TWEED 
Moreland combination is available 
from stock.

Kensington Chair
width depth height
880 880 1140



Wing chair
width depth height
830 900 1050

Our majestic Wing Chair is nothing 

short of a British style icon. Oozing 

class and sophistication, its deep  

buttons, scroll arms, high back and 

winged profile is synonymous with classic 

Chesterfield design.

Available from stock in a fashionable  

3L Cerato brown leather and 3HTP  

HARRIS TWEED Moreland combination.

All HARRIS TWEED is woven on a treadle loom at each 
weaver’s home, not at a mill. The warp and yarns for 
the weft arrive from the mill, and then the weaver sets 
to work hand-tying the new yarns to the tail-ends of 

the previous weave, to make it easier to thread onto the 
loom. It is then a matter of steadily weaving the cloth, 

always observing and therefore being able to correct and 
mend their creation until it is complete. 



Chester Club is a timeless classic that promises both style and luxurious 

comfort and is enhanced by deep buttoning.

Our Chester Club range of fast track models are upholstered in our best 

selling HARRIS TWEED, while the hockey sticks and buttons are covered in 

our 3L Cerato brown leather for complimentary detailing.

Chester Club

The HARRIS TWEED weaver is a true artisan, the master of his loom in the same 
way a musician relates to his instrument. Each loom will have its own sound, quirks 

and idiosyncrasies and only the weaver will know how to get the best from it.  

It may take a weaver hours to ready his loom for weaving a new cloth and once weaving may create four meters of crafted tweed an 
hour once underway, watching constantly for flaws as they go.



Chester Club 3 Seater
width depth height
2350 950 850

Chester Club 2 Seater
width depth height
2000 950 850

Chester Club Chair
width depth height
1270 950 850



The Granby offers a contemporary 

take on a classic Chesterfield design.  

Defined by its deep buttoned back and  

arms, its plush seat cushions provide 

unrivalled comfort. 

This sophisticated sofa is upholstered in 

our popular HARRIS TWEED Moreland 

with the seat cushions, buttons and 

hockey sticks in contrasting brown 

aniline leather.

Granby

HARRIS TWEED is truly dyed in the wool, i.e. the wool is dyed prior to being 
spun as opposed to dying spun yarn. This means we can blend different coloured 

wools to create a myriad of intricate shades and hues. 

Soft yarn produced from this wool then has a twist imparted to it as it is spun to give it maximum strength for weaving. 
The spun yarn is wound onto bobbins to provide the ingredients of weft (left to right threads) and warp (vertical threads).



Granby 3 Seater
width depth height
2130 870 770

Granby 2 Seater
width depth height
1860 870 770

Granby Chair
width depth height
1000 870 770



Stanford Chair
width depth height
680 760 880

HARRIS TWEED Accessories

The Stanford model is a fine example of a beautifully 

proportioned accent chair.  Upholstered in genuine HARRIS 

TWEED; the back rest is traditionally finished with individual 

buttons with studs added to the arm rest and frame for 

character.  The Stanford chair is manufactured by skilled 

craftsmen using traditional methods.

HARRIS TWEED beanbags, cushions and doorstops, beautifully made with aniline Italian leather and the ultimate 

in fabric – genuine HARRIS TWEED, 100% pure new wool hand woven in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland. A little piece 

of luxury for every home.

Beanbag
width depth height
500 500 400

Cushions
width depth height
400 150 400

Door Stops
width depth height
160 160 230



Rollback Chair
width depth height
450 570 820

Colin Chair
width depth height
450 550 820

Boasting a design that is as chic as it is modern, 

our Colin Chair will enhance a wide range of 

home decors. The backrest has feature stitching 

and with a deep cushioned seat, this dining chair 

harmoniously blends comfort and style.

The 3HTP HARRIS TWEED Moreland upholstery 

of our fast track model is sure to add a touch of 

quality and character to your dining area. While 

the solid oak legs in a light oak finish, ensure 

this piece is incredibly hard-wearing and will look 

great for many years to come.

Our beautiful Rollback Dining Chair is our take on 

a contemporary design. Featuring a richly padded 

seat and an elegant high back with a scroll top, 

this chair offers unparalleled comfort to take your 

dining experience to the next level. 

 

The solid oak frame of our fast track model 

promises maximum durability, while the light oak 

finish gives this chair a highly versatile look. The 

luxurious HARRIS TWEED Moreland upholstery 

ensures this piece will make a stunning addition 

to any dining area.

The long, barren archipelago on the far north west tip of Europe is home to 
every dyer, blender, carder, spinner, warper, weaver, finisher and inspector 

of HARRIS TWEED. No part of the process takes place elsewhere.
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